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Why does Akamai have Big Data ? 
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Why we have Big Data ? 

 film introduction, prof. MIT-Tom Leighton, CEO/Co- founder of Akamai 

 Akamai has the world’s largest Internet platform (over 133.000 

servers, deployed in 81 countries) 

 The Akamai Intelligent Platform is leading cloud platform delivering 

between 20-30% of the worldwide web traffic. 

 Accelerating Daily Traffic of: 

    10+ Tbps  

    20+ million hits per second 

    2+ trillion deliveries per day 

    30+ petabytes/day 

    10+ million concurrent streams 
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Why we have Big Data ? 

 

 

 

Because Akamai’s platform is used by: 

 The top 30 media & entertainment companies (Disney, NBC, MTV,Fox) 

 All 20 top global eCommerce sites (e-Bay, Amazon, Best Buy) 

 7 of the top 10 world banks (HSBC, CityBank, BNP Paribas) 

 9 of the top 10 largest newspapers (like Daily Mail) 

 9 out of 10 top social media sites (Facebook, LinkedIn) 

 6 of the top 7 computer manufacturers (HP, Sony) 

 All of the top anti-virus companies (like McAfee.com) 
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Top 100 Worldwide Global Brands trust Akamai 
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Why we have Big Data ? 
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Why Big Data is important ? 

 

 Gives visibility to make key business decissions 

 

 Following user platform changes, we can see global trends 

 

 Provides guildlines for future investment 

 

 Helps to develop new products 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

The data informs us about the source of the attacks. The big data visibility shows us 

potensial risks of attacks and helps to protect from them.  

Security 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

The data informs us about the connection speed. Which allows to adapt product to the 

region. 

Connection speed across geography:   
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

Connection speed trends 

We can see trends of connection speed per 

geography, which allows for example to adapt 

product per geography (HD Streaming) 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

Global speed connection trends across geography:   
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

Android and Safari ahead across cellular networks usage 

Trends of mobile usage browsers 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

Complete different view from mobiles + TABETS   

Trends of mobile + TABLETS 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

View on 2007- 2012 towards data usage   

Trends of mobile devices usage voice/data 
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What do we see with our Big Data ?   

 

 

 

View via Traffic stop during conflict in Syria   

Political impact on the Internet  
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What you do with your big data? 

Thank you for attention  

  


